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Facebook ads
offer an enviable opportunity to real estate agents to
generate business leads. An agent can reach out to
buyers through targeted advertising campaigns. However,
there are many considerations to take note of, if you are
seriously pondering over how to create killer real estate
Facebook ads. To catch audience attention, maximize the
reach, and ensure optimum conversion, you must know,
work on, and reflect these tricks of the trade.

Real Estate Facebook Ads can help you:

Create
awareness about
your real estate
business, brand,
inventory, and
services.

Build a base for
your services.

Generate buyer and
seller leads through
marketing and
interaction.
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There are two types of paid Facebook promotions:
1. Boosted Posts

2. Targeted Ads

The first one offers you an
option to promote your
existing post in lieu of a
payment. You can amplify
and promote content
posted on your personal
profile, page, or group posts
for such a promotion. It
is instant and no special
effort is required. This
takes your post to a wider
audience, including those
not following you.

Targeted advertisement, on
the other hand, offers better
control, streamlined reach,
and focused approach to
connect with the target
audience.

All that you need to know is to have knowledge of different types of real
estate ads you can create on Facebook and awareness of tools required for
creating and managing these ads. Of course, it all starts with the opening
of a Facebook business account. You need to do your homework well too by
setting campaign goals and identifying the target audience for that. While
you should create visually appealing and engaging real estate Facebook ads,
the content you post must be empowered to generate leads.

Here is a five-step must-know guide that teaches
you the art of creating killer real estate Facebook
ads.
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Step 1. Set A WellThought-Out Strategy
Your real estate Facebook ads campaign must be built on a strong
foundation backed by a well-thought-out strategy. Plan things in the right
earnest as well as in the right perspective. A high-converting Facebook
advertising strategy should focus on three key aspects. These are:

Setting goals to
achieve through the
campaign.

Listing demographic
characteristics and
requirements of the
targeted audience.

Devising methods
to reach your goals.

Your understanding of business and market forces enables you to set goals
to achieve. To identify the demographic features of the target audience,
it is important you collect and analyze age, sex, earnings, job profile, and
other important things you deem necessary as an agent to know. Once you
are fully aware of things, it is time to find out the stage of the buying cycle
appropriate to the audience you are seeking to target.
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A real estate Facebook ads campaign has the
liberty to focus on any of the following three
buying stages for people looking to own property:
Recognition
stage

Exposure
stage

Conversion
stage

where a real-estate agent

where you have a chance

where you deal with active

introduces himself or his

to present yourself to

buyers and sellers. Facebook

inventory. It is more like

prospective buyers actively

ads encourage the audience

brand building than doing

considering buying or selling

to buy or sell real estate by

any business. You just reach

options in the coming weeks.

using call-to-action buttons,

the audience and let them

Your Facebook ads must give

videos, or links. Make sure

know that you are into the

them an idea of property

your present listings are part

business and they can rely

types you are dealing in, your

of such ads.

on you if ever they make a

overall ability, a brief idea of

purchase or selling decision.

the inventory, and deals you

Facebook ads make you

assisted successfully.

recognized by the audience.

The awareness of the buying stage allows you to build your content strategy
meritoriously. You may create subcategories for each stage and demography
so that you can reach your targeted audience more effectively.
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Step 2: Lock In Your
Campaign Objective
With a firm and carefully planned strategy, you can log in to Facebook Ads
Manager. It prompts you to choose what you want to focus on the Campaign
Level page. The options presented before you comprise a list of objectives
and you must select one based on your desired buying cycle.

Here is a list of objectives a real estate agent is
most likely to see when starting Facebook ad
campaigns.
Brand awareness: If your goal is to get recognition
as a real estate agent, go for it. Real estate Facebook ads
reach out to the audience so that they can recognize your
brand, note services, and keep themselves abreast of your
marketing messages.
Outreach: A real estate agent can know and track the
number of people see his Facebook ads. This allows you to
figure out how many buyers and sellers you can reach out
to.
Traffic: When you have a website, you can send
clickable links to people on Facebook to check your site
for offers, inventory, newsletters, or about a property on
sale. The more people visit your website, the better the
chance of getting customers.
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Engagement: An enticement to Facebook users
interested in real estate to like, share, or comment on your
ads. This helps you spread more about your services and
products.
Video views: Real estate videos are awesome tools to
attract attention. You can speak to prospective customers
or let them see properties using Facebook video ads.
Lead generation: You can throw a lead for interested
buyers or sellers to capitalize on it. Let your real estate
Facebook ads invite them to follow up.
Conversions: A click on your Facebook ads takes
prospective clients to a page on your website.
Others: There are also options, such as App Installs,
Product Catalog Sales, and Store Visits. But these do not
hold significance for real estate agents.
Facebook shows your real estate agent Facebook ads to users who are most
likely to meet your ad objective. Because Facebook monitors the behaviors
and actions of its users, it is easy for them to identify which users are more
likely to click on an ad versus watch a video, for example. If you need help
setting up your ad campaign, read our article on How to Create an Ad Using
Facebook Ads Manager.
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Step 3: Shape Your
Audience and Budget
Fixing the Audience
Next is the Ad Set Level. You have
to fix your audience, place of ad
appearance, and budget. Get
into selecting the right audience
your ad campaign focuses on. The
option includes a range of locations,
behaviors, and demographics.
Based on your advertising reach and
popular response, you can streamline
the audience choice.
For real estate Facebook ads, agents
may need to set demographics
characteristics, such as age, gender,
earning limit, net worth, language,
and marital status. Interest
parameters included owner sale,
agent directory, listing sites, etc.

Prospective customer behavior is
very important and you must select
it with apt attention when setting
the targeted audience. Choose from
people likely to move, first-time home
buyers, recently married couples,
new job joiners, recent mortgage
borrowers, or those moving from out
of town.
Facebook enables you to focus
within your location to have the best
conversion opportunity. You have to
fill zip codes, city or specific address
radius, and even visitors traveling in a
particular area.
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Zeroing on a Budget
For real estate Facebook ads, an agent can set three types of budget on
social media.
Daily budget: You can set the amount you wish to
or can afford to spend. It requires you to turn off the
advertising schedule to put a stop.
Budget for a fixed number of days: Select three, seven,
or 10 days and allot the budget for the same.
An amount to be spent over a time span: Earmark
the budget to run a real estate ad campaign of Facebook
between certain dates.

The Ad Placement
An agent may select from these three types of Facebook real estate ads.
Facebook ads: These advertisements are exclusively
for Facebook. Guided by the user data and your selected
parameters, these appear on Facebook when users
browse the social media site.
Network ads: Planned to take you to third-party
networks, these ads enable you to do advertisement
campaign on websites similar to your industry. Facebook
makes a decision on choosing such webpages.
Instagram ads: Offering fusion marketing for real
estate ad campaigns, it allows interconnection between
Facebook and Instagram accounts. Ads are placed on
both social media platforms using a single interface.
Always go for a combination of ads and make the best use of all three types
to ensure optimum conversion rate.
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Step 4: Make Your Own
Facebook Real Estate Ad
It’s time to create your own real estate Facebook ads. This is the most
important thing in your campaign, as it is the one that directly touches base
with prospective customers. Your actual finished product is slated to have
images, videos, and text. Make sure you’re the visuals and the content is
worth the attention.

Pick Your Ad Format
Choose from any of the following ad display formats.
Carousel: A horizontal scroll allowing a display of up to
six photos with messages. Go for it if you have multiple
properties to showcase.
Single Image and Single Video: A large frame perfect
to introduce yourself.
Slideshow: You can tell a story by creating ads within
ads. It is a great way to capture audience attention.
Collections: Multiple images within a single frame
enabling you to show off all features at once.
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Pick Images or Video
You are at liberty to select up to six images or a single
video as your real estate Facebook ad. While selecting
images make sure they are not only eye-catching but also
ensure there are no copyright issues. When using images
make sure they speak and you do not add too much
text overlay (25% limit). Exploit the Facebook linked free
image pool and similar sites to source photos.

Ad Copy Content
Keep it to the minimum yet interesting. Always give
priority to what can attract a buyer or seller to click on
the ad or contact you and write the copy accordingly.
Optimize the ad content to make it an excellent piece
of marketing material. However, avoid too much direct
marketing.
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Here are some case studies from our campaigns, of
advertisements that converted around $5 per lead
and below:
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This ad has worked VERY well for this client. This
is specifically for guests that are staying in the
Horseshoe Bay Resort, TX.

The strategy specifically targeted guests that were
visiting the resort. The goal was to sell the lifestyle
of living there.
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Step 5: Track, Monitor,
Analyze Results
Once your real estate Facebook ad campaign kicks off on the social media
site, you have a different task at hand now. You need to view monitor, track,
analyze, and adjust your campaign based on metrics shown by the Ads
Manager. A constant vigil is important to boost performance and get the
optimum ROI. If you ever change anything, ensure one alteration at a time
and tracking of the consequent results. Hire an expert if you fail to get the
desired result.

Real Estate Agent Facebook Ads Tips

Measure your results
and adjust accordingly.

Focus on optimization
of the campaign to
achieve the desired
result.

Let your ads offer value
to attract buyers and
sellers.
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Focus on broader
advertisement than
just posting a single
property.

Go for walk-through or
virtual tour videos to
add a reality quotient.

Always give priority to
specific neighborhoods
while targeting the
audience on Facebook.

Pay attention to the
quality of images and
text accompanying it.

Connect your ad to a
blog post.

Add information that
can assist a buyer in
making a decision.

